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The Art of action;
Contextual Military Design
Preface
Recent missions of Western armies took place among the people, in foreign countries with very diverse cultures,
while they had no clear understanding of the physical, cultural, and social environments that constitute the human
environment.1 The United States RAND Corporation study “Decade of War” identified trends during the 2001-2013
era of war on operating in this human environment, which asked for a fundamental change of doctrine, to address
the root cause.2
The operational environment in which conflicts take place is a competitive learning environment where the greatest
challenges are intellectual. Contextual military design is a methodology3 and presents the Netherlands armed forces
an opportunity to convert intellectual power into combat power, the art of action.

Design is the architecture of your own contextual
battlespace. Within your architectural plan you
construct action. Action based on your current
frame. Sequentially you do what is right, now!

Design represents an approach to reasoning and critical thinking that enables commanders to understand complex
situations, lead adaptive work in order to facilitate planning and execution. Design will enhance force agility and
versatility up to the execution of full spectrum operations by helping leaders and soldiers recognizing the relationship
between the character of conflict and the approach one takes to affect changes in the operational environment in
time.
Design is fully compatible with doctrinal key concepts such as; mission command, manoeuvres approach and the
comprehensive approach. Design achieves unity of effort toward shared understanding and shared goals. This
contribution focusses on the cognitive tools that will help in an era of persistent conflict.

1

Major A.J.C. Selhorst, Operating In The Human Environment Lessons Of A Decade Of War For The Dutch Army, 2014, U.S. Army
Command and General Staff College, Fort Leavenworth, Kansas.
2
Improving Strategic Competence, Lessons from 13 Years of War, RAND, 2014. See
http://www.rand.org/content/dam/rand/pubs/research_reports/RR800/RR816/RAND_RR816.pdf
3
Oxford dictionary states: Methodology is a system of methods used in a particular area of study or activity. See
http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/methodology
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Chapter 1: Introduction
The complexity of today’s operational environment requires a different approach to problem solving.

Present

industrial thinking makes that our current planning methods break down a problem (mechanically) into small pieces
that are thoroughly analysed in a sequential and linear way. This classical approach dates back to the era where
Clausewitz and Jomini have formulated their experiences. In other words our primary understanding is still dating
back to the Napoleonic era.
Complexity requires the commander’s direct participation in a heavily inductive reasoning process upfront. This
process must produce a well-framed problem hypothesis and an associated campaign design - a conceptual
approach for the problem. This appreciation of the problem and the design of a solution can then be handed off to
a deductive reasoning process executed by the staff under the commander’s direction that, in turn, produces
executable plans and orders for implementation. The first process is one of formulation, a creative, heuristic, and
iterative activity; the second is one of implementation, a practical, logical, and disciplined linear activity. In short,
design informs detailed decision making.
Future violent conflicts are more likely to reflect what British General Rupert Smith has called “war amongst the
people”4 These are conflicts in which some or all of the participants are irregulars and military operations cannot
deliver a conclusive political result. Rather, political and military activities intermingle throughout these conflicts,
requiring cohesive unified action. Fighting is frequently conducted among the people in villages and cities. In some
cases, the people themselves are the adversary or the objective - or both. The Internet and cable television shape
the perceptions of a global audience in near real time. Every action conveys a message, and the interpretation of
that message often varies from one audience to another in unintended and unpredictable ways. In contemporary
operations, operational uncertainty is omnipresent.

Figure 1. Operational uncertainty in contemporary operations

4

Rupert Smith, The Utility of Force: The Art of War in the Modern World (London: Penguin Books Ltd, 2005), pp. 17-18.
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Traditional planning processes implicitly assume that plans and orders from higher headquarters have framed the
problem for their subordinates.5 Although orders flow from higher to lower, understanding often flows from lower
to higher, especially when operational problems are complex. In these cases, a commander is often in a better
position than his superiors to understand the full scope of a complex operational problem. Thus, it is more likely
that commanders at all levels will frame the problem themselves and then share their understanding with their
superiors and subordinates. However, this does not mean that understanding will only flow upwards. Superiors
usually have a wider perspective, which any understanding of an operational problem must take into account: where
does this campaign or operation fit within the larger strategy? A significant goal is a shared understanding of complex
problems. This requires battlefield circulation by higher commanders; of the discourse with superiors, subordinates,
peers, and staff; and strategic thinking at all levels.6
The Netherlands Land Operations doctrine and Design
The doctrine publication DP 3.2 Land Operations states (in section 6307) that contemporary operations require a
flexible and adaptive planning approach. Depending on the complexity of the situation commanders can use or
combine various planning methods in order to understand the situation and enable decision-making. The following
three methods can be differentiated:


Tactical design7;



Tactical decision making8;



Troop leading procedure9;

These methods help to improve understanding and development of solutions to problems. They can also help in
anticipating events and adaptation to new developments.10 The doctrine publication Land Operations states that
"tactical design" is not a NATO term, but is in line with developments in the United Kingdom (Tactical Planning
Concepts) and the USA (Design).11 On the subject of Tactical design is no further elaboration is provided in the
(NLD) DP 3.2. In this document Contextual Military Design is to replace the term Tactical Design because the latter
suggests it depends on a level of warfare. Which it doesn’t, design is related to complexity and not to levels of
warfare.
Study indicated that design is initially developed by the Israeli Defense Forces, and at that time was named Systemic
Operational Design (SOD). The United States (US) army adopted the concept and modified it into design. The US
Army has learned that situations and their associated problems in contemporary operations are often too complex
to approach with current decision-making processes. Design is constructed to avoid a mechanistic approach and

5

The singular form of problem is used throughout this document for simplicity. However, achieving strategic aims may require
solving several interrelated problems. Actions taken with regard to one problem will affect the nature or scope of others.
6
Gary Luck, “Insights on Joint Operations: The Art and Science,” The Joint Warfighting Center, U.S. Joint Forces Command
(September 2006), pp. 3, 12, and 22.
7
Further to be addressed as Contextual Military Design Methodology
8
See (NLD) DP .3.2.2. Commandovoering, TBM procedure
9
See (NLD) IK 2-17 Troepenaanvoering
10
See (NLD) DP 3.2 section 6301
11
See (NLD) DP3.2 section 6306
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lead to a better understanding of complex and dynamic situations. This improved understanding enables the
commander to construct a broad approach and formulate guidelines that can be issued to subordinate commanders
and/or staff. Based on these guidelines and approach detailed decision making is informed.
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Chapter 2: Why design
Design provides a logical connection between understanding problem situations and developing adaptive approaches
to meet objectives in the face of complexity while conducting full spectrum operations. A mastery of design is not
the only ingredient of mission success, but the highly complex nature of the operational environment warrants
exploiting design‘s potential to leverage the intellectual power.
Commanders are frequently cautioned against fighting the previous war, while at the same time they are urged to
learn the hard-earned lessons of previous conflicts. This produces a necessary tension between recognizing
similarities between the current conflicts compared with previous experience, and identifying the features that
distinguish the current fight as unique. Because conflicts are unique, they require individually tailored solutions. In
other pursuits, architects, engineers, and applied artists have a name for the creative application of knowledge to
the characteristics of a new situation, it is called design. In full spectrum operations, design methodology
complements the planning process, by providing an approach for the execution of adaptive work from which an
amorphous, ill-defined problematic situation can be made sense of and acted upon. As a rule of thumb, the greater
the complexity of a situation, the more important design becomes.
Design is not a new idea in military circles. Savvy commanders have always intuitively developed designs to frame
situations so that their staffs could produce plans using the Decision Making Process to achieve the commander‘s
intent. Yet there is a danger in assuming that commanders can always intuitively perform a design methodology.
Today‘s operational environment presents situations of such complexity that understanding them -let alone
attempting to change them- is beyond the ability of a single commander. It is an even greater risk to assume that
an implicit design will be understood by other members of the team, especially when a design problem (situation)
crosses boundaries between units, services, multinational forces, or even other elements of national power. The
risks of not having an explicit design methodology include:


Guidance is received uncritically;



Lives and resources are wasted trying to solve the wrong problem better;



Without understanding the operational environment, actions only reinforce tensions and instability;



Slow to adaptation to changing circumstances and unforeseen obstacles; and



Inability to make progress towards designated goals.

When to employ
Design, planning, and execution are interdependent and complimentary activities illustrated in Figure below. Design
interfaces with planning in one of three basic ways.


First, it can precede planning. The commander may choose for his planning staff to engage in the planning
process after a design has been developed. In this approach, design provides guidance begin planning.



Second, design and planning may occur at the same time. Design and planning then interface throughout
the doctrinal planning process with design informing planning.



Third, the need for design may emerge while executing on-going operations. In this case, the commander
determines a need to utilize the art of design when the complexity of the situation demands it.
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In all three cases, design is initiated because there is a problem situation in the operational environment that the
commander needs understand. Design is depicted in Figure below as a separate layer, because a layered architecture
is a useful way to separate activities that occur at different levels of abstraction. Layers provide loose coupling,
meaning that planners do not need to know the details of what designers are doing, so long as they agree on the
design-plan interface. This interface is the planning directive that communicates the design to planners, as well as
the designers sharing their learning with the plans team.

Figure 2. A Layered architecture for design
Design does not conclude when the planning directive is issued, because ongoing feedback is essential to iterative
learning and enables future reframing of operations.
Organizations at every level may conduct operations over long periods of time. Previously, battlegroups and
taskforces, who doctrinally do not plan and conduct campaigns, were producing their own versions of campaign-like
or long range plans. A long range plan is the best way that these units have found to articulate a broad set of ideas
about how to solve problem situations in complex environments over time. As a result, the practical basis for
incorporating design into full spectrum operations already exists. Design provides a methodology to assist
commanders in what they are already doing in an ad hoc fashion.
Planning
Planning is the art and science of understanding a situation, envisioning a desired future, and laying out effective
ways of bringing that future about. Planning helps leaders understand and develop solutions to problem situations,
coordinate and synchronize action, and anticipate events to adapt to changing circumstances. In its simplest form,
planning helps determine how to move from the current state of affairs to a more desirable future state.

9

Figure 3. Building the commanders visualization.
Imperfect knowledge and assumptions about the future are inherent in all planning. Planning cannot predict how
opponents will behave with precision or how civilians respond to the friendly force or the opponent. Nonetheless,
the understanding and learning that occurs during planning have great value. Even if units do not execute the plan
precisely as envisioned - and few ever do - the process of planning results in improved situational understanding
that facilitates future decision making.
A product of planning is a plan or order - a directive for future action. Commanders issue plans and orders to
subordinates to communicate their understanding of the situation and how they visualize the operation. A plan is a
continuous, evolving framework of anticipated actions that maximizes opportunities. It guides subordinates as they
progress through each phase of the operation. The measure of a good plan is not whether execution transpires as
planned, but whether the plan facilitates effective action in the face of unforeseen events.
Planning is a continuous learning activity of the operations process. While planning starts an iteration of the
operations process, planning does not stop with the production of an operations order. During preparation and
execution, the order is refined as the situation changes. Through assessment, subordinates and unified action
partners provide feedback that leads to the commander and staff modifying the order. In some circumstances,
commanders determine that the current order (to include associated branches and sequels) is no longer relevant to
the situation. In these instances, instead of modifying the current order, commanders reframe their understanding
of the operational environment and situation, and develop a new plan.
Planning has a conceptual component and a detailed component as shown in the figure below. Conceptual planning
involves understanding operational environments and situations, determining the operation’s desired state, and
visualizing an operational approach to attain that desired state. Conceptual planning corresponds to the art of
command and is the focus of the commander with staff support. Detailed planning translates the commander’s
operational approach into a complete and practical plan. Generally, detailed planning is associated with the science
of control including synchronizing forces in time, space, and purpose to accomplish missions. Detailed planning
works out the scheduling, coordination, or technical problems involved with moving, sustaining, and synchronizing
the actions of the force as a whole toward the desired end state.
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Figure 4. Integrated planning
Planning pitfalls
Commanders recognize the value of planning and avoid common planning pitfalls. These pitfalls generally stem from
a common cause: the failure to appreciate the unpredictability and uncertainty of military operations. Pointing these
out is not a criticism of planning but of improper planning. The four pitfalls consist of:


Attempting to forecast and dictate events too far into the future.



Trying to plan in too much detail.



Using planning as a scripting process.



Institutionalizing rigid planning methods

The first pitfall is attempting to forecast and dictate events too far into the future. This may result from believing a
plan can control the future. People tend to plan based on assumptions that the future will be a linear continuation
of the present. Their plans often underestimate the scope of changes in directions that may occur and the results
of indirect effects (in EBAO12 depicted as second- and third-order effects). Even the most effective plans cannot
anticipate all the unexpected events. Often, events overcome plans much sooner than anticipated. Effective plans
include sufficient branches and sequels to account for the nonlinear nature of events.
The second pitfall consists of trying to plan in too much detail. Sound plans include necessary details; however,
planning in unnecessary detail consumes limited time and resources that subordinates need. This pitfall often stems
from the desire to leave as little as possible to chance. In general, the less certain the situation, the fewer details a
plan should include. However, people often respond to uncertainty by planning in more detail to try to account for
every possibility. This attempt to prepare detailed plans under uncertain conditions generates even more anxiety,

12

Effect Based Approach to Operations is NATO terminology, though the Netherlands DP 3.2 restricts this to “thinking in
effects”.
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which leads to even more detailed planning. Often this over planning results in an extremely detailed plan that does
not survive the friction of the situation and that constricts effective action.
The third pitfall consists of using planning as a scripting process that tries to prescribe the course of events with
precision. When planners fail to recognize the limits of foresight and control, the plan can become a coercive and
overly regulatory mechanism. Commanders, staffs, and subordinates mistakenly focus on meeting the requirements
of the plan rather than deciding and acting effectively.
The fourth pitfall is the danger of institutionalizing rigid planning methods that lead to inflexible or overly structured
thinking. This tends to make planning rigidly focused on the process and produces plans that overly emphasize
detailed procedures. Effective planning provides a disciplined framework for approaching and solving complex
problems. The danger is in taking that discipline to the extreme.
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Chapter 3: What is design?
Design is a way of organizing conceptual work within a command to assist the commander in his formulation of
operational concepts. Design assist the commander in leading adaptive work and underpins and guides planning,
execution, assessment, and revision of organizational schemes of action.

Design defined:
A methodology for applying critical and creative thinking to
understand, visualize, and describe complex, ill-structured
problems and develop approaches to solve them.

The methods of design require the practice of a collaborative leadership and participative style of command that
engages subordinate commanders, coordinating authorities, representatives of various staff disciplines and the
higher commander, in continuing dialog and discussion, leading to enhanced operational decision making. Design
enables commanders and other leaders to exploit multiple perspectives, varied sources of situational knowledge,
subject matter, and disciplinary expertise while formulating their own understanding.
Design supports the operation process, enabling commanders to develop understanding of unique and complex
situations. The commander’s visualization and description of what must be done to resolve a problem must flow
logically from what he understands and how he has framed the situation. Design provides and approach for how to
generate change from an existing undesirable situation to one that is better.
Doctrinal foundation
Military operations are human endeavours characterized by the continuous, mutual adaptation of give and take,
moves, and countermoves among all participants. In operations, friendly forces engage a multifaceted opponent
force. While friendly forces try to impose their will on the opponent, the opponent resists and seeks to impose its
will on the friendly force. In addition, operations occur in and among populations whose desires influence and are
influenced by military operations. The results of these interactions are often unpredictable and in many instances
uncontrollable.
Uncertainty pervades operations with the unknowns about the opponent, the people, and the surroundings.
Commanders cannot predict with certainty how opponents will act and react or how events will develop. During
operations leaders make decisions, develop plans, and direct actions under varying degrees of uncertainty.
Commanders counter the uncertainty of operations by empowering subordinates at the scene to make decisions,
act, and quickly adapt to changing circumstances. As such, mission command guides commanders, staffs, and
subordinates throughout the operations process.
Manoeuvrist approach
The manoeuvrist approach is the approach with aim to defeat an opponent by breaking cohesion of its moral and
physical component - his ability to fight as an effective and coherent whole - instead of (or gradual) physical
13

destruction. Next to the engagement of the physical component this approach pays extra focus on understanding
and engaging the conceptual and mental component of the opponents’ military ability. This approach is applicable
not restricted to opponents, but also to any other target groups within a complex environment. Influencing
perceptions and breaking or protecting cohesion are essential.
Design is predominately focussed on establishment of understanding and therefore is of great importance to
application of the manoeuvrist approach.

Figure 6. The manoeuvrist approach.
Mission command
Mission command is the exercise of authority and direction by the commander using mission orders to enable
initiative within the commander’s intent to empower agile and adaptive leaders in the conduct of unified land
operations. This philosophy of command fosters an environment of mutual trust and shared understanding among
commanders, staffs, and subordinates. It requires a command climate where commanders encourage subordinates
and exercise initiative to seize opportunities and counter threats within the commander’s intent. Through mission
orders, commanders focus their orders on the operation’s purpose rather than on the details of how to perform
tasks. Doing this minimizes detailed control and allows subordinates the greatest possible freedom of action to
accomplish missions.13 To summarize mission command is the freedom of action and thought within set guidelines.
Together with design it provides contextual understanding which enables the right level to do what is right at this
moment!
Operations process
The framework for exercising mission command is the operations process - the major mission command activities
performed during operations: planning, preparing, executing, and continuously assessing the operation. 14
Commanders, supported by their staffs (authority to command), use the operations process to

understand,

visualize, and describe their operational environment; make and articulate decisions; and direct, lead, and assess
military operations.
13
14

14

See (NLD) DP 3.2 section 4403
See (NLD) DP 3.2 section 6201

The activities of the operations process are not discrete; they overlap and recur as circumstances demand. Planning
starts an iteration of the operations process. Upon completion of the initial order, planning continues as leaders
revise the plan based on changing circumstances. Preparing begins during planning and continues through
execution. Execution puts a plan into action by applying combat power to seize, retain, and exploit the initiative.
Assessing is continuous and influences the other activities.

Figure 7. The Operations Process

Both the commander and staff have important roles within the operations process. The figure below
shows how the commander drives the operations process by understanding, visualizing, describing,
directing, leading, and assessing.

Figure 8. The Commanders role in the operations process.
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The staff assists the commander with understanding situations and problems, implement decisions, control
operations, and assess progress. In addition, the staff assists subordinate units (commanders and staffs) and keeps
units and organizations outside the headquarters informed throughout the operations process.
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Chapter 4: How to execute design
This section provides a logical approach to a design methodology. Whereas our description of Contextual Military
Design Methodology needs to be logical and orderly to be comprehensible, design practice can be much more flexible
in implementation. Design is a non-linear interactive continuous cognitive activity. Design begins when the
commander is faced with a problem situation in need of new appreciation. This may be prior to the receipt of a
mission or guidance from the higher authority, if the need for design emerges while executing on-going operations.
The formal output of design is a planning directive. The planning directive articulates the commander‘s initial
guidance for planning and communicates the enhanced understanding of the operational environment that results
from design. The planning directive must also establish the conditions and allocate resources for continued learning
about the situation. Because design enhances the commander‘s understanding, a less tangible but no less important
output is the shift in perspective that results from the ability of the design team to challenge conventional wisdom
and offer new insights for ongoing problem situations. While orders flow down, new understanding can flow up and
down the chain of command. By enhancing the commander‘s understanding, design can also enhance the
understanding of the higher authority.
Contextual Military Design Methodology
Design can be thought of as taking place within three cognitive spaces: the operational environment, the situation,
and the solution see figure below. They correspond to three basic questions designers must answer to produce a
successful design:


What is the context in which the design will be implemented?



What situation is the design intended to address?



How will the design resolve or manage the situation?

While these spaces can be conceptually separated, they cannot be separated in practice, because designers need
to have the freedom to cycle repeatedly between exploring the operational environment, the situation, and the
solution. Developing the three spaces iteratively and concurrently allows a coherent understanding to emerge that
relates the solution to the encountered situation within the context of the environment. Inexperienced design teams
may uncritically accept the initial presentation of the situation and move on with solving the associated problem,
only to discover after detailed effort that their solution is irrelevant because they did not actually identify the true
situation. Meta-questions can help to avoid this natural tendency. At the other extreme, some seminars have
struggled trying to fully understand the environment. These teams eventually learn that moving among the
operational environment, situation, and solution spaces takes their learning to a higher level by revealing the
interactions and relationships between the spaces. Leaders must carefully monitor and balance the amount of time
spent in each space as teams proceed through design.
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Figure 9. Elements of design.
The elements of design
The elements of design include understanding the operational environment, setting the situation, creating a theory
of action, working the situation, developing a design concept, and assessment and reframing.
Understanding the operational environment.
Comprehending the operational environment in design requires conceptualizing the environment as a system. This
representation is called an environmental frame. The environmental frame is a graphical and a narrative that
captures shared understanding of the history, current state, and future goals of relevant actors within the
operational environment. It emphasizes flows and relationships between the actors and identifies the propensity of
the environment to exhibit patterns of behaviour within certain limits (figure below). The environmental frame
bounds the inquiry, and needs to be larger than the design team’s direct area of responsibility so that it includes
the operational context. Boundary setting must also include areas that go beyond the tangible domain. During
environmental framing, boundaries will expand and contract as learning occurs.
The design team needs to understand the current state, history,
and

future

goals

of

each

actor

within

the

operational

environment. The team can utilize all forms of reference,
including available doctrinal resources, which help explain the
operational environment. Mapping and exploration of this space
can include the cultural and historical narrative; national (or
coalition) policies; system propensity; system potential; system
tensions; strategic, regional and local trending; contingent
relationships; and consideration of the dimensions of time,
space, and cyberspace. The object of environmental framing is
to set a boundary for the inquiry and ask what is new or different
in the emerging context that implies the current level of
understanding is no longer sufficient to comprehend and explain
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the situation. Leaders will bound the scope and resolution of the inquiry as learning evolves and as a result will
determine which actors will be considered and which organizations, communities and factions sharing similar goals,
values, and behaviour will be examined more closely. These include, but are not limited to, states, multinational
corporations, regional alliances, international terrorist organizations, and individuals. Understanding the
environment as a system means thinking about the relationships between actors. The patterns of conflict, alliances,
competition, and cooperation between the actors are more critical to environmental framing than the particular
details of the individual actors.
Setting the situation
Even though design is highly iterative, for complex situations the design team will be unable to clearly state the
situation and its associated problems until they have a mature environmental frame. Understanding the dynamics
of the operational environment helps to explore beneath the initial symptoms towards the root causes of conflict.
When the design team has a satisfactory explanation of why the situation developed the way it did, they can craft
an initial problem statement. We use the term “desired system” to refer to the friendly vision for a better future.
The problem statement is defined as a summary of the difference between the propensity of the environment and
the desired system. The problem statement is a bridge between the environmental space and the situation space.
It is a restatement of the higher authority’s current guidance in light of the deeper understanding obtained during
the evolutionary learning and development of the environmental frame. The vision of the desired system needs to
be feasible and within an acceptable level of risk, given the available resources and the current understanding of
the operational environment.
Creating a theory of action
The theory of action is the complement of the problem statement. A theory of action is a hypothesis. The problem
statement sets the situation - the theory of action is a simple and suggestive insight about how to solve the situation.
It is a creative spark that inspires the design team, provides focus to maintain coherence of the design effort, and
acts as the foundation for strategic communications. The
theory of action combines identification of positive or
reinforcing actions (to support or exploit recognized
opportunities) with action to overcome anticipated
resistance (to mitigate recognized vulnerabilities) in
order to realize the shared vision. The theory of action
does not specify the detailed solution - this is developed
within the solution space - but it must be consistent with
it. The figure above summarizes the problem statement
and theory of action design elements.
Working the situation
The situation frame, illustrated in the figure below, is a refinement of the environmental frame that defines, in
written and graphical form, the areas for intervention. Intervention may focus on aspects of the actors within the
environment, but usually it also requires changing the way actors relate to one another.
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To develop a deeper understanding of the practical implications of
changing patterns of behaviour, situation framing constructs a
detailed map of the parts of the environment where intervention is
needed to resolve the problem statement. Detailed analysis includes
identifying all of the actors that are influencing or have the potential
to influence the situation. One must determine each actor’s behaviour
in terms of composition, role, motivation, intentions, and mode of
operation to include the actor’s support structures. Actors belong to
different groupings within the environment and will behave differently depending on the context of an event. It is of fundamental
importance to examine and understand organic relationships of the actors and contingent relationships outside of
their community. Within the situation, environmental propensity, potential, and tensions are examined once again.
Practical exercises (at the LTC career courses) have demonstrated the utility of examining these three concepts for
focusing on areas within the environment that require intervention. Propensity helps set a baseline for understanding
how the environment is expected to behave. Determining realistic potential helps confirm what range of desired
future behaviour is in the realm of the possible and what tensions must be mitigated or enhanced to achieve the
desired system.
The environment is characterized and animated by tension. Identification of tensions is important for several
reasons. Tensions offer opportunities for exploitation and provide insight into how actors learn and how the
environment evolves.
Interactively complex systems contain regions of stability that mask intricate underlying feedback networks. These
systems cannot be understood by passive observation. Tensions provide a way to obtain a deeper understanding of
interactively complex systems. Tensions exist in the physical realm and also at the meta-level - that is, within the
meaning of things. Tensions within the environment can act positively to move the system closer to the friendly
desired system, or they can act negatively to transform it towards a competitor’s desired system. The combination
of friendly, opponent, and neutral actions moving the environment towards the friendly desired system forms the
basis for a system of collaboration. Likewise, the combination of opponent, friendly, and neutral actors’ actions
pulling the environment towards the opponent’s desired system forms the basis for a system of opposition. It is
important to note that there will always be asymmetries between the system of opposition and the system of
collaboration. Awareness and analysis of the difference provides insights into behaviour and relationships, furthering
an understanding of friendly and adversary logic and why components within the environment behave in ways that
the design team members may have a hard time recognizing in relation to their own cultural references or logic.
There will also be tensions identified where there is not enough information to determine positive and negative
implications. These tensions provide areas for further exploration and identify areas where intervention may be
considered to stimulate the environment and observe how it responds.
Often systems of collaboration and systems of opposition create tensions by competing for support or attempting
to influence the same population or circumstances within the operational environment. Identification of these
convergent points and relationships help illuminate the true tensions (or issues). As understanding of what to act
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on develops, the parameters for relevant intervention become clear. Practical experience with situation framing
indicates that the initial understanding of the situation gained while developing the environmental frame is usually
revealed as incomplete, and may be partially invalid. The design team should repetitively review and refine the
environmental frame and the initial problem statement to maintain coherence with the situation frame.
Developing a design concept
The situation frame articulates what the situation is by identifying the areas of the environment that need to change.
However, it does not guide planners on how to resolve it. The theory of action provides a focal direction, but does
not say how the areas for intervention interact. A design concept that resolves or manages the situation within limits
of tolerance over time needs to organize interventions as patterns in space and time. The design concept is usually
expressed as a strategy with a set of interdependent and mutually reinforcing lines of effort.
While developing the situation, analysis identifies the positive and negative implications of tensions within the
system. When developing the solution, synthesis is required to create a coherent strategy of intervention. The goal
is to exploit the transformative potential of the system’s tensions while mitigating negative consequences of
instability and change. Shifting emphasis from analysis to synthesis has implications for team dynamics. Design
teams will almost always organize into parallel smaller working groups to analyse the details of the environmental
frame and situation frame. Such an approach cannot be applied to synthesis. Instead, the whole design team
considers how to orchestrate the intervention to resolve the situation in accordance with the theory of action.
Once the broad strategy of intervention is agreed to, individual lines of effort can be developed. One way to exploit
tensions, as explained in joint doctrine, is to identify the capabilities and vulnerabilities resident in the system of
opposition. The team begins to discover ways to neutralize capabilities and to exploit vulnerabilities. The same
approach applies to tensions with positive implications. Some positive tensions can be left alone as they are already
effectively supporting the move toward a friendly desired system. Other positive tensions may need reinforcement
or modification to best change behaviour towards the desired system.
Intervention can take many forms and is specifically not limited to actions taken against a recognized opponent. It
is the combination of all actions taken to deny the system of opposition and support the system of collaboration in
reaching their objectives. For example, intervention could include engaging an ally to change a national caveat,
changing a policy, or using an adversary’s logic against himself.
Before

determining

the

broad

recommendations

for

intervention, the design team must consider both risk and
resources. There are always risks to any intervention and these
must be clearly determined and possible mitigation identified.
Planning will determine the exact resources required but in the
solution there will be resources identified as critical for enabling
intervention to address the correct situation. Not all of the
necessary

resources

will

be

directly

controlled

by

the

organization. The art of design requires exercising indirect
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influence in addition to control to persuade other actors of the mutual benefits of implementing the design concept.
This is easier to achieve if all stakeholders are part of the design team from the outset. This way they can build
trust and leverage their different perspectives.
In the face of uncertainty, the capacity to adapt postures the force to exploit new opportunities as well as manage
the risks of a changing environment. A design concept that allocates resources to learning and adaptation can better
respond to unforeseen challenges and maintain relevance. The key to adaptive action is collecting and interpreting
feedback from designed interventions, so that success is recognized and built upon. The design team should
endeavour to make every action an organizational learning opportunity - for each intervention, assess its effect,
decide whether changes are needed, and ensure that the changes get implemented. Maintaining the design layer
during planning and execution provides additional learning capacity.
Once again, the design concept is communicated in narrative text and graphical form (see figure). The design
concept is still broad relative to the detailed courses of action that planners will develop and analyse, but provides
a construct for planning to begin. There is a transparent logic linking the design concept with the situation frame
and the environmental frame. This means that when the operational environment changes, it is easier to assess the
implications of the changes.
Assessment and reframing
The duration of extended operations in complex situations makes it likely that aims will change during execution.
Such change is expected from a complex system, which will change not just while we are interacting with it, but
because we are interacting with it. A key to our ability to adapt to changes in the environment is recognizing changes
as they occur. The (NLD) DPCLSO discusses the
concept of variances, which are differences between
the situation we encounter during operations and the
one that we expected when developing the plan. Both
commanders and staffs use recognition of these variances to identify times and places where they might
make adjustments to operations in order to better
achieve goals or to defend against developing risks.
Identifying these differences when conducting operations leads naturally to assessing whether our plan is
valid or requires adjustment. In planning, the staff
develops measures of effectiveness to help identify
these variances, and then articulates these in orders
to ensure that systems are established to identify and report those variances.
Not only does the situation change, but the limitations of any one perspective for understanding a complex system
means that learning about the system from within the frame is also limited. This insight is best captured by a quote
attributed to Albert Einstein: “The significant problems we have cannot be solved at the same level of thinking with
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which we created them.” Because of this, the ability to reframe as a result of interacting with the environment is
even more important than the quality of the initial design.
Key concepts of design
Design is an interdisciplinary approach to planning and problem solving. It combines military theory, writings on the
nature of problems (depicted as situations), and the challenges of critical and creative thinking. Some of these
constructs such as operational art have long been associated with planning. Other constructs such as systems
thinking and framing have recently taken on increased emphasis. Key concepts associated with the design includes:


Operational art.



Critical thinking and creative thinking.



Collaboration and dialog.



Systems thinking.



Framing.



Visual modelling.



Narrative construction

Operational Art15
Design helps commanders and staffs with the conceptual aspects of planning and applying operational art.
Operational art is the cognitive approach by commanders and staffs—supported by their skill, knowledge,
experience, creativity, and judgment—to develop strategies, campaigns, and operations to organize and employ
military forces by integrating ends, ways, and means (AJP 5-0). Operational art applies to all levels of war, not just
at the operational level. Through operational art, commanders and staffs combine art and science to develop plans
and orders that describe how (ways) the force employs its capabilities (means) to achieve the desired state (ends)
while considering risk. This requires commanders to answer the following questions:


What is the force trying to accomplish and why (ends)?



What conditions, when established, constitute the desired state (ends)?



How will the force achieve these desired conditions (ways)?



What sequence of actions helps attain these conditions (ways)?



What resources are required to accomplish that sequence of actions (means)?



What risks are associated with that sequence of actions and how can they be mitigated (risks)?

15

Operational Art in UK ADP Operations also known as Tactical Planning Concepts (p 7-6 until 7-8); also see (NLD) DP 3.2 section
6403; for a full overview on operational (joint) level planning and related terminology, see the Allied Joint Doctrine AJP-5 for
Operational Planning.
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Design supports operational art by helping commanders and staffs answer
the ends – ways – means risk questions. During design, commanders and
their staffs use a set of intellectual tools known as the elements of
operational art (see figure). Commanders and staffs apply these elements
to understand an operational environment and situation and to visualize
and describe an operational approach.

Critical thinking and creative thinking
Commanders and staffs apply critical thinking and creative thinking throughout the operations process to help them
understand situations, make informed decisions, and direct action. Critical thinking and creative thinking are central
to design. This section summarizes critical thinking and creative thinking. Proceeding chapters address specific tools
and techniques for improving critical and creative thinking.
Critical Thinking
Cognition is thinking—it is the mental process of knowing that includes awareness, perception, reasoning, and
intuition. Much of our thinking is faulty and biased (prejudiced for or against someone or something). Critical thinking
helps leaders guard against bias and logic errors. Critical thinking is purposeful and reflective thought about what
to believe or what to do in response to observations, experience, verbal or written expressions, or arguments.
Critical thinking involves questioning information, assumptions, conclusions, and points of view to interpret data
and information, evaluate evidence, and clarify goals. Critical thinking helps understand situations, identify causes,
arrive at justifiable conclusions, and make good judgments.
By thinking critically, individuals formulate judgments about whether the information they encounter is true or false,
or falls somewhere along a scale of plausibility between true and false. Critical thinking involves considering
background knowledge, situational facts, and speculative information. When individuals think critically, they impose
structure to ensure rigor and thoroughness. In turn, decisions about what to believe guide individual actions and
decisions about what to do. Done well, critical thinking increases the likelihood that actions achieve their desired
purposes.
Creative Thinking
Creative thinking examines situations and associated problems from a fresh perspective to develop innovative
solutions. Creative thinking generates new and useful ideas, and re-evaluates or combines old ideas, to solve a
situation. Leaders face unfamiliar or ill-structured problems that require new or original approaches to solve them.
This requires creativity and a willingness to accept change, newness, and a flexible outlook of new ideas and
possibilities.
Breaking old habits of thought, questioning the status quo, visualizing a better future, and devising responses to illstructured problems requires creative thinking. Leaders face problems that are unfamiliar or are old problems under
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new conditions. In these situations, leaders apply creative thinking to gain new insights, novel approaches, fresh
perspectives, and new ways of understanding and conceiving things.
Collaboration and dialog
Design is a team-based approach to understand, visualize, and describe operations. It includes diverse perspectives
through collaboration and dialog. Collaboration and dialog help develop shared understanding between the
commander and staff and externally with other commanders and unified action partners.
Collaboration is two or more people or organization that works together toward common goals by sharing knowledge
and building consensus. Dialog is a way to collaborate that involves the candid exchange of ideas or opinions among
participants that encourages frank discussions in areas of disagreement. Throughout the operations process,
commanders, subordinate commanders, staffs, and unified action partners actively collaborate and dialog, sharing
and questioning information, perceptions, and ideas to better understand situations and make decisions.
Through collaboration and dialog, the commander creates a learning environment by allowing participants to think
critically and creatively and share their ideas, opinions, and recommendations without fear of retribution. Effective
dialog requires candour and a free, yet mutually respectful, competition of ideas. Participants must feel free to make
viewpoints based on their expertise, experience, and insight; this includes sharing ideas that contradict the opinions
held by those of higher rank. Successful commanders listen to novel ideas and counterarguments concerning any
situation.
Collaboration and dialog is the catalyst that drives planning teams to generate new ways of thinking about situations
and identify innovative solutions. Effective dialog aids team members question one another’s ideas and refine the
team’s thinking. When done well, dialog helps:


Reveal assumptions that underlie an argument or concept and reveal individual biases. It also reveals what
members are not thinking about the situation.



Display diversity of ideas and expose a range of viewpoints.



Explore concepts from different perspectives.



Reveal areas where the team lacks diversity or experience and where external subject matter experts are
valuable.



Develop shared mental models - individual beliefs about cause-effect relationships, assumptions and biases
about how the world works - concerning situations and solutions.



Build trust in the team and the planning effort.

During design, and throughout the operations process, the commander promotes and encourages collaboration and
dialog. Effective collaboration and dialog is not possible unless the commander ensures it. Commanders establish a
culture of collaboration and dialog within the organization. They recognize that he or she does not know everything,
can be wrong, and knows he or she has something to learn from even the most junior Soldier. Throughout the
operations process, commanders demonstrate humility to learn and understand from others to make better
decisions. Commanders establish a command climate where collaboration and dialog routinely occur throughout the
organization through personal example, coaching, and mentorship.
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Systems thinking
A system is a group of interacting, interrelated, and interdependent components or sub-systems that form a complex
and unified whole. Systems have a purpose with their parts arranged in a way (structure) to carry out their purpose.
Understanding why a system exists, how the parts of the system serve that purpose, and appreciating how that
system interacts with its broader environment helps develop ways to change that system.
Design encourages a systems thinking approach to understand operational environments and situations. In systems
thinking, the planning team considers a situation or problem set as a system. The team reflects on how components
of the system relate to each other from an internal perspective to understand the system’s purpose, structure, and
processes (internal logic). Systems thinking helps participants understand how a system interacts with and is
influenced by its surrounding environment (to include other systems) as shown in figure (Kilcullen his conflict ecosystem). In doing so, system thinking helps participants understand how a system receives inputs, adapts to those
inputs according to its internal logic, and provides outputs to the surrounding environment.

Figure 10. Systems thinking16
A systems thinking has methods to help planning teams break away from linear cause-effect and compartmentalized
ways of addressing situations (such as considering components of a problem set in isolation). When teams adopt a
system-level view, members see subtleties, indirect influences, and interactive effects are important to understand
the complexity of the situation and anticipating indirect effects of possible actions.
A systems thinking approach is useful during execution as commanders and staff assess changes in their operational
environment and the progress of operations. Military, economic, political, and social systems are not static but adapt
16

David J. Kilcullen, Three Pillars of Counterinsurgency, remarks derived at the U.S. Government Counterinsurgency Conference,
Washington D.C., 28 September 2006.
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based on inputs. Collecting feedback from actions through assessment helps the commander reinforce successful
action while altering actions that are not leading to intended results. Examining events and studying patterns and
trends within a system and among systems enables the command to develop actions to generate desired change
with an operational environment.
Framing
In the context of design, framing is about building conceptual models of reality. Framing involves systems thinking
to select, organize, interpret, and make sense of situations and problems by establishing context - the set of
circumstances that surround a particular event or situation. Design involves framing an operational environment
and situations through dialog and critical thinking by a group. When framing an operational environment, the
planning team considers the perspective and world views of others to understand the situation. This contextual
understanding of an operational environment is a frame of reference to understand situations, develop solutions,
and act.
Constructing systems models help planners integrate the pieces of information to makes sense of a situation. It is
this sense making that leads to a deeper understanding of an operational environment and situations requiring
resolution. The usefulness of models increases as they become explicit and commonly understood. Building explicit
conceptual models of the situation and associated problems helps promote understanding among stakeholders. It
is important to note that framing results in models based on the information available at the time developed. These
models may or may not reflect actual reality. As the commander and staff learn more about the situation or if the
situation changes significantly, commanders and staffs adjust their models and reframe as required.
Visual modelling
Design relies heavily on forming and presenting ideas in narrative and visual form. Visual information is stimulating;
therefore, visual models enhance critical and creative thinking. A visual model, based on logical inference from
evidence, helps creative thought develop into understanding. A diagram or sketch points to hidden relationships not
considered through conversation alone. In addition, showing periodic summaries of work helps individuals see the
results under consideration. This identifies new ways of thinking and possible areas for further examination. In other
words, seeing something drawn helps individuals think through challenging problems, especially when examining
abstract concepts. Graphic modelling techniques available to the team to include:


Rich picture diagrams that use symbols and sketches that graphically tell the story of a situation.



Influence diagrams that use symbols and words to show relationships among variables in a system.



Mind-maps that use symbols and words to show relationships to an idea or a thing.



Casual loop diagrams use symbols and words to show reinforcing and balancing loops among actors and
things to show cause and effect between variables.

Throughout design, team members develop drawings and sketches of operational environments and situations and
approaches to solve those situations with their associated problems. These initial sketches are called working
diagrams. The group uses these to create a common understanding within the group. These sketches evolve into
presentation diagrams the planning team uses to present understanding to members outside their group. A key to
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an effective presentation diagram is using commonly understood doctrinal terms and graphics. Using words or
graphics only understood by the planning team does not help those who are not involved understand design
activities. It is helpful to have personnel not involved in design review presentation diagrams to gauge the
effectiveness of the diagrams to increase understanding.
Narrative construction
A narrative is a story that gives meaning to individuals, objects, and events. Individuals, groups, organizations, and
countries all have narratives with many components that reflect and reveal how they define themselves. Political
parties, social organizations, and government institutions, for example, have stories bound chronologically and
spatially. They incorporate symbols, historical events, and artefacts tied together with a logic that explains their
reason for being.
Developing narratives is essential to design. To narrate is to engage in the production of a story–an explanation of
an event or phenomenon by proposing a question or questions that relate to the artefacts themselves. These
questions include:


What is the meaning of what I see?



Where does the situation begin and end?



What happened, is happening, and why?



What information is missing?

Commanders, staffs, and unified action partners construct a narrative to help understand and explain an operational
environment, situations within an operational environment, and solutions. Not only is the narrative useful to
communicate to others, the act of constructing the narrative itself is a key learning event for the command.
When developing a narrative, the team must be cautious of a common pitfall known as “narrative fallacy”. The
narrative fallacy is a tendency of individuals to create a plausible narrative given only a small amount of information.
Often, the fewer facts known about a situation, the easier it is to create a narrative and individuals have greater
confidence in the accuracy of that narrative. To avoid the narrative fallacy, it is important that the planning team
studies and researches the situation in depth before engaging in narrative construction.
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Chapter 5: Relation to decision making process
When the situation is hard to identify or the operation’s desired state is unclear, commanders may initiate design
before the headquarters engages in a detailed planning. This is often the case when developing long-range plans or
orders for an operation or a new phase of an operation. When using this approach, a complete evolution of design
is employed with the resulting products (environmental frame, situation frame, and operational approach), informing
the development of a plan or order using the DMP. This approach is time consuming but provides the greatest
understanding of an operational environment and situations resulting in effective planning products and orders.
The figure below shows a balance of conceptual and detailed planning efforts throughout an operation to help
illustrate the relationship of design and DMP. In this example, the balance of activities begins with conceptual
planning. The commander and planning team frame the operational environment, frame the situation, and develop
an operational approach. The planning emphasis shifts to more detailed planning using the DMP after the
commander issues the initial commander’s intent and planning guidance. During the DMP, the commander and staff
develop, compare, and decide on a COA and produce an operations order. During execution, the plan is refined
based on the continuous assessment of the operational environment and of the progress of the operation. If the
current operational approach is not leading to the intended results, if aspects of the operational environment or
problem (situations) change significantly, or if the operation meets with unexpected success, the commander may
decide to reframe. As such, the balance of activities shifts back to conceptual planning.

Figure 11. Integrated planning.
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Transitioning to detailed planning
The products of design support the development of a detailed plan or order using the DMP. The transition between
design and DMP is important to convey the understanding and logic developed by the planning team to those
developing the detailed plan. Briefing the results of design and handing over associated products to another planning
team is not effective approach. Often the same planning team that led the design effort leads the staff through
DMP. If not, key members of the planning team are part of the core element of the planning team performing DMP.
During the mission analysis step of the DMP, products of design are refined as the commander and staff learn more
about the situation. Assumptions developed during design are rechecked and validated. Commanders consider new
information and modify their visualization as required prior to issuing planning guidance for the development of
COAs.
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Annex A Forming the design Team
Within a staff, the plans cell performs numerous planning tasks simultaneously. A technique for organizing the
workload is to form planning teams for specific requirements. A planning team consists of a lead planner [normally
from the G-5 (S-5) or G-3 (S-3), Operations], functional planners (e.g. fires, protection, sustainment), and other
subject matter experts as required. Commanders form a planning team (sometimes referred to as a design team)
to perform design. This team leverages multiple, diverse perspectives and knowledge to help the commander
understand an operational environment and the situation, and develop an operational approach to solve the situation
and its associated problems.
A higher staffs commanders may form a semi-permanent staff section (to the command cell) called a commander’s
advisory group. Commander’s advisory groups produce focused, professional studies, projects, and products at
required or directed by the commander. A commander’s advisory group, this group is another option to become the
base for forming a planning team for design.
Teams offer advantages over individual endeavours. The interaction of personalities however, may lead to a set of
team dynamics that require attention and energy to manage for a quality outcome. Successful design is depending
on selecting the right individuals to participate in the planning team. The following considerations are important for
a planning team:


Skills and characteristics of potential team members.



Diversity of team members.



Size of the team.



Roles within the team.

Skills and Characteristics of Design Team Members
A key aspect of assembling the team is considering the knowledge, skills, abilities, work styles, and personality
characteristics needed for the design team. Commanders consider the scope and context of the situation and
available personnel when forming a planning team. Individuals can be selected to the team based on their expertise
associated to the situations (for example functional or regional knowledge), or based on personalities. Ideally they
should possess the following characteristics:


To have an open mind for new ideas.



To have an inquisitive mind-set; being curious, and eager for knowledge.



To be comfortable with ambiguity.



Possess critical thinking and creative thinking skills.



The will to listen to others and valuing differing points of view.



The ability to take and offer different perspectives.



Possess an investigative mind-set and research skills.



To be able to communicate and summarize complex ideas in plain words.



Not being afraid of having own ideas critiqued by others.



To be able to think visually, effective use of visual graphics.



To have training in design and the philosophy and theory.
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Diversity of team members
Commanders and team leaders strive for a variety of skill sets, experience level, and personalities among individuals
in forming the planning team. Planning teams comprise of people with a wide variety of backgrounds and
experiences have more perspectives to draw on for their work. Teams that are more diverse are more creative,
engage in higher-quality dialog, and develop more innovative solutions. Commanders and team leaders assemble
a team with a mix of:


Education level, training, credentials and qualifications.



Rank.



Assignments, deployment, and career history.



Functional area of expertise (such as planner, intelligence, logistics, special operations).



Gender.



Personality characteristics.



Thinking styles and preferences (for example, big picture thinkers, detailed thinkers, abstract thinkers,
historical thinkers, or those who think about the future).

Commanders and team leaders recognize the advantages and disadvantages associated with team member
diversity. For example, diverse teams have a wider range of perspectives on which to draw, but may experience
more interpersonal conflict and higher coordination needs. Teams consisting of multiple ranks, should spend time
encouraging junior members to speak their mind and challenge ideas of those of senior rank if they disagree.
Size of the Team
Team size is an additional consideration when forming a team. Determining the size of the team requires a fine
balance between a team that is big enough to provide diversity of perspective but small enough to be productive.
A core team of six to nine people, with other subject matter experts participating as needed, is an effective size.
Larger teams manage their work by dividing into smaller sub-teams to complete tasks (for example research) than
come together to dialog their findings.
The optimal team composition depends on the nature of the situation and gaps in knowledge associated to the
situation. In many cases, it is unknown at the beginning who will be the appropriate individuals. It is only after
engaging in framing an operational environment that the commander and planning team identify a specific area of
expertise.
Roles within the Team
After formation, commanders and team leaders consider the roles of each team members. Roles assigned to team
members may include but are not limited to:
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Team leader.



Subject matter experts.



Red teamer.



Note takers.



Team visualizer.

Team Leader
Team leaders help the commander with the design activities. The team leader is an active facilitator of the team
and methodology. Team leaders are experienced in the design process and skilled in leading group work among
peers, subordinates, and superiors. Team leaders create an open atmosphere of learning among team members by
encouraging wide participation amongst all members of the team, and avoid over-relying on any individual or on
themselves. Team leaders encourage individuals in the team to think creative while monitoring and orchestrating
the inquiry. The team leader monitors the planning timeline and weighs the quality of resulting products. Team
leader tasks and responsibilities include:


Working with the commander to define the team’s purpose, establishing goals, and setting expectations.



Working with the commander to set the tone for open and honest discourse.



Building and maintaining interpersonal trust and a sense of team cohesion.



Managing personalities and associated team dynamics.



Minimizing unproductive (interpersonal) conflict.



Organizing the work of the team.



Managing the team’s work pace and workflow.



Encouraging and guiding team members to exchange, discuss, and integrate information.



Helping the team avoid quick opinions that match the group consensus (i.e., groupthink) rather than
evaluating information.



Maintaining awareness of the organizational context where the team is working, including the
commander’s and other stakeholders’ needs and preferences.

Subject Matter Experts
Depending on the problem under consideration, various subject matter experts help to reinforce the team. Routinely,
the main body of the design planning team come from within the staff. This includes members of the G-2 (S-2),
Intelligence and G-9 (S-9), CMI staff sections. Not only do these individuals have expertise within their fields, they
can access the analytical and research capabilities of their respective staff sections (reach back).
As the teams learn more about the situation, they recognize what they do not know.

Areas and topics under

consideration require individuals from outside the existing staff who have different perspectives and/or specialized
knowledge and expertise. Examples include human terrain teams, political advisors, economic advisors, and
historians. Subject matter expert support ranges from requesting individuals from the staff or reaching back via
teleconference, video teleconference, and email. Reception and orientation of new members to the team is vital to
their integration into the core group.
Red Teamer
Red team qualified individuals are part of the commander’s staff through the entire theatre. Red teamers are trained
and educated to think critically, creatively, and from various perspectives. They help commanders and staffs explore
alternatives in plans and orders and see things from the perspective of others. Red teamers help:


Broaden the understanding of the operational environment.



Identify problems and clarifying desired state conditions.
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Challenge assumptions.



Ensure the perspectives of the enemies, adversaries, and other actors are considered.



Identify friendly and enemy vulnerabilities and opportunities.



Identify areas for assessment.



Anticipate cultural perceptions of partners, adversaries, and others.

Commanders and chiefs of staff (executive officers) consider how to use their red teamers when forming the
planning team. One technique is to form a red team to critically review and provide an alternative perspective of
products developed by the planning team. Another technique is for a red team qualified individual to serve on the
planning team as facilitator. In this role, the red teamer helps the planning team leader encourage constructive
dialog between group members and maintain order of the group discussion to protect member’s ideas and manage
time. Another technique is forming a red team to work on a portion of design and compare their work with that of
the planning team. For example, red teamers frame an operational environment from the perspective of the
population.
Note Takers
As the team works together, the team’s knowledge base expands and their understanding of the situation deepens
and evolves. A consideration for planning and problem solving teams throughout the process is how to document
the knowledge, the evolving logic, and the insights that emerge during the team’s work.
In part, dealing with knowledge capturing it, is a resource issue. The team lead considers how much time the team
spends thinking and talking and how much time the team spends documenting thoughts and discussion. While it is
important that all members of the team keep notes, it is helpful to assign a dedicated note taker
Design relies on collaboration and dialog among members on the team and with individuals outside of the team.
The team captures key points in these discussions as the team moves through the activities of design. The note
taker records collaborative work sessions. Key information recorded includes assumptions, reasoning or logic behind
statements, areas of disagreement and commander’s guidance. If allow, bringing in someone from outside the team
helps free all team members to participate in the session.
Team Visualizers
Visual modelling or sketching is another key aspect of design (see Doctrine Bulletin). Thinking visually is a skill that
not all members of the team are able to. It is important for team leaders to select members in the team that are
good visual thinkers and graphic artists. These visual thinkers capture team thought and develop clear visual models
for presentation to others outside the group.
Leading the Team
A significant challenge for team leaders and commanders is establishing a collaborative and trusting environment
where team members feel safe discussing, questioning, thinking creatively, and sharing ideas openly. Individuals
set aside the behaviours that are encouraged or required in military settings and openly question and debate ideas
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with those who are higher in rank. These behaviours may seem high-risk, uncomfortable, and inappropriate to those
who are accustomed to deferring to higher-ranking personnel within a hierarchical command structure.
A second challenge is to avoid the tendency of individuals to label ideas as either “good” or “bad,” “right” or “wrong.”
Members of a planning team refrains from thinking creatively or putting forth alternative ideas out of concern of
being wrong or fear of being judged negatively by others.
The commander and team leader break down these barriers. Despite rank, service, agency, or the background of
team members, the commander and team leader create an atmosphere where members share ideas, think critically,
question assumptions, and challenge ideas without hesitation. Senior leaders model these activities and are aware
of how they respond to others’ ideas and critiques. The commander and team leader reinforce the view that an
attack on an idea is not an attack on the person and that the debate is for purposes of developing a deeper
understanding. Creating a positive climate requires a leadership style that emphasizes and encourages continual
learning, creative and novel thought, and positively recognizing those who test ideas with one another.
In addition to leading internal team activities, the team leader plays a key role in activities external to the team.
The planning team does not exist in a vacuum; rather the team exists within a particular organizational context that
has a unique culture and set of norms for interacting and conducting business. The team has a “customer”—typically
the commander, in addition to other senior leaders and external organizations—who are with specific needs and a
vested interest where the team learns and produces. A team leader is aware of the organizational context where
the team functions and the team’s role within that context.
Sharing the Workload
While design involves group work, the whole group does not work on all aspects of design. Some work is done by
all members of the team, other elements of work are accomplished by a small sub-group of the team, and some
work is accomplished by individuals. Team leaders decide when to use which technique, and alter their decisions as
the situation changes.
Large group work is optimal for shared understandings. While slow at times, it is important that the large group
share their understanding and exchange ideas. Small group work is effective when the large group has too many
issues to sort through or the expertise of all members of the group are not needed for a particular inquiry or activity.
Individual work is useful when conducted detailed research on a specific topic. The team leader remembers that the
work of small groups or work done by individuals is subject to criticism by those not present. Small group and
individuals vet their work with the larger group. This provides a chance for all to comment, but also shares
understanding among the team.
Determing Resources
One area to consider when preparing for design is the types of resources the activity requires. Resource
considerations include physical space for the team to engage in design and materials needed for communicating
and representing ideas.
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Graphical depiction is a key element of design. It allows the team to visualize concepts and depict relationships and
interdependencies. The ability to share information across the team and to manipulate and structure information in
different ways is fundamental to design. It is helpful to have a workspace dedicated to the design effort where the
team leaves drawings and other products displayed throughout the design effort. The room has ample wall space
for posting work products. It is large enough to enable small group work if the team determines it is beneficial to
have smaller breakout groups working on particular aspects of the problem set.
Team leaders organize workspace to facilitate group discussion and collaboration. A room or area where individuals
see and hear each other and view the various visual products is ideal. When bringing the group together to work on
an activity, positioning members in a circle or oval facilitates effective dialog among members.

Figure 12. Workspace setup.17
The team shares and displays information, so it is necessary that the team accesses materials such as whiteboards
and butcher block paper for drawing, structuring, and displaying information. Materials for consideration include:
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Maps and overlays.



Whiteboards and butcher block paper.



Markers and other drawing tools.



Post-it notes of varying sizes and colours.



Notepads and sketch paper.



Laptop computer.



Video teleconferencing capability.



Projector.



Audio recorder.

Note: This picture of a typical briefing room arrangement on the left side of figure discourages dialog. Team members in the
front cannot see those in the back, and those in the back have difficulty participating. The right side of figure represents a
collaborative setting that promotes dialog. In this setup, everyone sees and interacts with each other, to include observing
physical reactions and facial expressions. Everyone has an equal place at the table and that signifies that everyone’s contribution
is equally important.
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Camera.



Access to networks & internet.
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